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SENSITIVE DATA WITH ALERT LOGIC ® CLOUD DEFENDER ®

CASE STUDY: INVESTIS

Investis sought to give clarity and reassurance to their customers regarding 

their security posture by setting out to consolidate on one platform. Shifting 

from three regional datacenters to going “all-in” to the AWS Cloud with Alert 

Logic securing the environment was a decision that pleased their clients while 

supporting their tremendous success and growth. The Investis business model 

fueled their need to change their infrastructure to an agile and highly secure 

platform. This success story outlines their journey.

Investis, provider of technology to help companies with their corporate 

communications and investor relations, provides a digital service platform 

for companies to host their websites, social media, mobile apps, videos and 

webcasts and online reporting. Headquartered in London and with offices in 

USA, and Europe, Investis has over 2,000 clients operating in more than 30 

countries and 25 languages.

THE CHALLENGE

Through delivering a digital business, Investis has always understood the 

critical importance of availability and strong information security to protect 

their platform, and their customers’ digital assets – especially with the 

information they manage. Websites are the most common attack points for 

hackers with new vulnerabilities and threats emerging continually. Historically 

Investis provided their service on a hosted platform, secured with a traditional 

on-premise threat detection solution. With rapid growth, a strategic focus on 

continued expansion into the US market, and the requirement to scale up and 
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SOLUTIONS
• Alert Logic® Cloud Defender®:  

a fully managed cloud based 
suite of security and compliance 
solutions for cloud, on-premises, 
and hybrid infrastructures to 
make it easy for any organization 
to purchase, deploy, and reach 
their security goals, all without 
being a security expert.

The Investis platform is fully 
managed, and available 24x7 with 
a market leading service level 
agreement (SLA) on client change 
requests. As a result of their diverse 
offerings and customer service, 80% 
of the largest 350 companies by 
capitalization on the Financial Times 
Stock Exchange (FTSE-350), use the 
Investis platform.
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down as customer workloads are added to the platform, Investis decided to move their infrastructure from a hosting 

environment to a cloud infrastructure.

“We needed to find a hosting or cloud partner with great global service, high availability and scalability. We 

determined the best way to achieve that was to move our platform to the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud. Once 

we made that decision it was critical to find a security partner that operates and was built natively for the cloud, as the 

security we chose for our original datacenter isn’t supported on AWS. Investis sought the opinion of respected peers 

in the industry. Rackspace, AWS, Cloud Reach and Smart 421 all recommended Alert Logic for both the cutting edge 

technology and fully managed continuous 24x7 security solutions they provide. Martyn Arbon, Chief Technology 

Officer, Investis said “We were fortunate to meet up with Alert Logic at a regional AWS event in London, and that’s 

when we realized Alert Logic was the only vendor who could meet our security needs, and operate at scale in the 

AWS cloud, providing us the advanced security functionality we need, delivered as a fully managed service offering.”

Due to the highly confidential information they hold for clients, such as earnings announcements and financial reports, 
Investis always views keeping client data secure as their number one priority. They disseminate and publish their clients’ 
information via hosted websites, dedicated mobile apps, video production and live webcasting. This requires high levels 
of security including: web application firewalls, log management and advanced threat detection

To secure their sensitive data Investis required a security solution that meet these simple requirements:

• Native to the cloud 

• Included threat intelligence creation and management

• Provided continuous 24x7 monitoring and analysis of security issues 

• Minimal implementation time

• No lengthy end-to-end audit process 

• No proof of concept

WHY ALERT LOGIC?

The choice was clear. Investis selected the Alert Logic Cloud Defender suite for its advanced security technologies and 
its threat intelligence management capabilities. They saw the biggest benefit for their needs from the expertise offered 
by Alert Logic security analysts on a 24x7 basis. Managing security and IT internally, would mean there could never 
be enough people to monitor and analyze the Investis platform for web application attacks, network threats, log data 
and vulnerabilities.  Their rapid growth meant a greater workload for their team at an even faster pace. “We needed 

“WE SAW ALERT LOGIC AS A LEADING TECHNOLOGY PROVIDER IN THE CLOUD SPACE WITH A STRONG BRAND.”  - Martyn Arbon, CTO at Investis
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dedicated experts to determine the different user groups, how they behave, what ‘normal’ looks like, what they get up 
to and how to identify the early warning signs for an attack. We wanted to stay ahead of the datacenter threat game and 
we needed Alert Logic,” said Arbon.

“We saw Alert Logic as a leading technology provider in the cloud space with a strong brand. Alert Logic, coupled with 
AWS will improve our global scalability and availability of our platform, and provide the most secure managed platform 
we can for our clients’ digital assets,” Arbon concluded.

THE RESULTS

Unlike the traditional on-premises security tools which require a company to install software and hardware, create custom 
correlation rules, and provide their own security intelligence, the Alert Logic Cloud Defender solution includes everything 
Investis needs to reach the results they want – deep threat insight and continuous protection. A team of Alert Logic 
security experts manages everything from creating and managing up-to-date security content and correlation rules to 
reviewing identified security incidents 24 hours a day. Alert Logic Cloud Defender gives Investis true security by: 

• Aggregating security events from across their environment, including their AWS cloud

• Automatically applying security intelligence and proprietary analytics against collected events to eliminate false 
positives and identify security incidents

• Offloading the important, yet time-consuming, incident investigation process to Alert Logic’s security experts 
who review identified incidents and determine if remediation actions are required 

• Providing remediation recommendations and assistance by experts 

With this around the clock coverage, the Alert Logic Cloud Defender solution eliminates the headaches associated with 
traditional security vendors and allows Investis’ internal IT staff to focus their time on other business critical projects. Like 
most businesses that house data from high profile clients like Asos, EasyJet and Prudential, Investis sees a lot of attempts 
to try to breach the system in order to find credentials and access the organization’s datacenter.  As Arbon states, “As we 
grow our business and our customer base, we anticipate more threats from multiple attack vectors. That’s just the world 
we live in today. Alert Logic helps Investis by working with us more as an extension of our team than a vendor. Now we 

have a managed security solution in the AWS cloud with added peace of mind that Alert Logic is there for us 24x7, 365.”

With Alert Logic security for their AWS cloud, Investis continues growing exponentially. The end result is a more 

refined competitive edge and increased revenue.


